Redefining service
delivery for citizens
Best practices and a checklist for success
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What do the most successful
customer service leaders do?
Research and common sense indicate that a positive service experience
drives more engagement with an organization. This applies in private and
public sector, but it’s not easy to achieve. A survey1 of customer service
leaders across various industries indicates that the most successful
customer service departments adopt these three top practices:

Solve problems quickly
Monitor customer services or products and resolve
the root causes of issues.

Provide self-service
Offer ways for citizens to help themselves get answers to
questions or solve issues such as requesting a permit.

Encourage collaboration
Enable customer service agents to engage with citizens in
real-time and enlist teams inside and outside the organization,
including departments, agencies, and partners, to resolve issues.
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Putting Service First, ServiceNow-commissioned study, 2016
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What prevents government
organizations from exceeding
citizen expectations?
Although everyone wants to provide excellent service,
many challenges exist in delivering efficient, modernized
services to citizens.
Top roadblocks include:

Disconnected processes
Processes aren’t connected, resulting in a disjointed, tedious,
and frustrating experience for citizens as well as service agents.

Siloed departments
Agencies and departments operate in silos, preventing
customer service teams from collaborating to deliver fast
and effortless services to citizens.

Manual Work
Manual data entry and other antiquated procedures leave
little time or energy to develop proactive, strategic solutions
that speed service delivery and prevent problems.
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Customer service
is hard to get right
Improving customer service is becoming a priority for
many government organizations, and for good reason.
Increasingly, citizens expect government to deliver the
same effortless services they experience in their private
lives. Today, however, government agencies rank last in
customer satisfaction.2
Despite shrinking budgets, government agencies
must address the growing demand for modern, fast
service. Good service increases engagement, is more
efficient, and saves money. Although the cost savings
are obvious, government focus on service quality lags
behind the private sector—and the innovation gap is
widening. Most government agencies struggle with:

Inefficiencies
Outdated, manual processes are duplicative, error
prone, costly, and frustrating for citizens and agents
alike. Workflow automation and digital self-serve
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channels bring new efficiencies to government
services, improving citizen satisfaction as well
as workforce morale.

Poor service quality
Tedious processes, outdated tools, and siloed
departments mean agents don’t have the tools
to effectively understand the problem and track
progress. Transparency for citizens and agents is
critical to deliver superior customer service.

Reactive focus
Customer service teams spend most of their time
reacting. This leaves little time to drive improvement,
resolve root causes, and focus on what really matters—
helping people. Tools to see trends and predict
problems are critical to move from a reactive to a
proactive focus.

Source: McKinsey Customer Experience Journey Pulse Survey, June 2017
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Redefining citizen services
You can close the innovation gap and redefine citizen services
by taking a more holistic approach to customer service
management. Today’s customer relationship management
(CRM) and support systems focus on managing contacts and
tracking issues.
Superior customer support organizations take their services to
a new level by focusing on service engagement, operations,
and delivery of a seamless end-to-end journey for customers.
Governments can do the same.
With a foundation that enables agents to identify and resolve
underlying citizen issues, connect departments and processes,
enable self-service, and support proactive monitoring,
government organizations can deliver better services to their
citizens at a lower cost.
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Customer service best practices
Transforming your customer service practices enables
your team to:

Deliver effortless service
Omni-channel self-service and engagement options let citizens
help themselves, when and how they want. Case management
that leverages automated service workflows, connected
departments, and artificial intelligence means government
service agents get assigned quickly, respond faster, and solve
problems in less time.

Gain transparency
Connecting teams, workflows, and systems delivers
transparency into citizen engagement and makes it easier
to identify and fix the causes of citizen dissatisfaction.
Root cause analysis and resolution, paired with advancements
in technology, result in better service quality and effectiveness
as well as higher citizen satisfaction.

Be proactive
Operational monitoring, event management, and trend analysis
help prevent service calls before they happen. They also help
customer service teams shift their focus from reactive operational
response to proactive development of strategic solutions that
better serve citizens.
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A new approach to customer service:
The total customer service management picture
(beyond the tip of the iceberg)

Traditional customer relationship
management (CRM) approach:
customer engagement
• Omni-channel
• Case management

The customer service management
approach: closed-loop service delivery
• Personalize the customer experience
• Provide automated solutions
with self-service
• Intelligently automate and route
cases to the right department
• Provide a single system of record to view
interactions across all departments
• Fix issues to improve service quality
• Monitor and take action to
pre-empt citizen issues
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A checklist for modernizing
customer service
	
4 Provide an effortless service experience by allowing

citizens to engage when and how they want to through
self-service options, such as 311 systems, knowledge
bases, virtual agents, portals, and communities.

	
4 Reinvent the agent experience with purpose-built

service workspaces, artificial intelligence, and a single view
of citizen interactions for greater transparency.

	
4 Make customer service a “team sport” by engaging
the entire organization, across agencies, departments,
and services, to solve problems.

	
4 Find the root cause of issues and fix them fast with data

insights and transparency to develop solutions that prevent
future issues.

	
4 Capitalize on IoT and new technology to identify
potential problems before citizens do.

4 Deliver an end-to-end customer service experience

by integrating front-end and back-end processes, from the
	
citizen’s initial engagement through resolution.

	
4 Proactively identify issues and opportunities to improve
existing services and deliver new services that improve the
lives of citizens.
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What government customers are
saying about ServiceNow
We immediately saw dramatic improvements in
quality and efficiency. Instead of taking 36 hours
to assign an inquiry to an agent, it now takes less
than two minutes…we’ve reduced our end-to-end
resolution times by more than 70%.
— L andon Cook
Director of Operations/Customer Service,
Tennessee Department of Human Services (DHS)

We hold conversations that take institutional
knowledge, organize it, and put it into a system
of record so we can standardize repeatable
processes—and that benefits the entire organization,
other departments and, soon, citizens requesting
information or services.
— Tom Yeats
Deputy CIO, Howard County Government, Maryland
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In Summary:
Futureproof your
customer service strategy
ServiceNow believes the future of customer service lies beyond
what today’s CRM systems can deliver. Redefining the customer
experience in government engages citizens holistically with
centers of operational excellence that ensure delivery of
closed-loop services.
This means focusing on eliminating department silos and fixing
problems for many citizens at once, instead of chasing issues
one at a time. A comprehensive customer service management
solution allows government agencies to optimize services and
position their teams to monitor trends with analytics and take
advantage of IoT so they can preempt issues.
This new approach to customer service can help you close
the innovation gap and meet the demands of your citizens,
who want government services to reflect the innovation and
seamless experiences that set the standard for the 21st century.
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Get more insights
into our customer service management approach
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